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The World is a Crucifix
Dear Friends:
I am sure there is not one of us who does not see the suffering of the world in the faces of our
brothers and sisters in Ukraine.
The images presented to us daily are heartbreaking. Because of the hubris of one individual, an entire
country is being relentlessly pummeled. And then there are all the other images of global pain: wars and
famines, natural disasters, grinding poverty, government oppression, environmental degradation, injustice
on every side, rampant inflation, a pandemic which will not let us go…. One can sympathise with those who
have to carefully ration the news in an attempt to preserve their mental health.
The world in which our Lord lived and died was riddled with many of the same tragedies, catastrophes
and heartbreaks. And yet He came to bring the Good News to those who needed it most. He came to shine
a light in the darkness, and as we read in John, “… the darkness could not overcome it.”
It’s a tall order, being an Easter people in a world ground down with pain. And yet that is our mission.
We have God the Father to guard and protect us. We have Jesus to lead the way as a model for a life lived
for others, lived in hope despite everything which threatens to take us down. We have the Holy Spirit to
inspire, energise and sustain us. We have each other, the community of believers, to lean on, to celebrate
with and to provide the fellowship without which the journey might be too long and hard. And we have the
ever-hopeful natural beauty with which Cumbria is so richly blessed ~ new life bursting from the earth, in
the fields, on the hills, in the air, in the water, on every side. I am reminded of the words of Sudanese Saint
Josephine Bakhita: “Seeing the sun, the moon and the stars, I said to myself, ‘Who could be the Master of
these beautiful things?’ I felt a great desire to see him, to know him and to pay him homage.” Life will
prevail; God sees to that. I hope this Lent has been a fruitful and productive spiritual season and I trust that
Easter joy will see us through as it always does.
We apologise for the fact that this issue is reaching you later than we had planned. It was particularly
hard to assemble and format all the submissions in a timely manner. As promised, this issue includes our
first submission from our new parishioner, Brian Stabler. There are two other new features as well: an
introduction to Servant of God Thea Bowman and the inclusion of two colouring pages. Raymond Daley
provides us with a number of items in this issue, including a very interesting piece about his father’s wartime
experiences. Thanks as well to Fr. Hugh, Caroline D’Arcy, James Leeper (of our sister parish in Sedbergh),
Pamela Boyes, Sheelagh O’Brien, Jill Clough and our first (but hopefully not our last!) submission from
Elizabeth Cartmell. We have a little breathing room between now and our summer issue.
I look forward to catching up with as many of you as possible during my summer visit. Meanwhile,
thank you for your feedback. Raymond and I are delighted that you are enjoying the magazine and please
consider contributing items of interest. A happy and blessed Easter season and please take care.
Celeste

A Word from Fr. Hugh
Happy Easter, everyone. Though COVID seems
to be persistently hanging on and making life difficult,
it does feel a little more like ‘normal times; are back. It
is a great relief not needing to ask people to book in for
Masses and opening up the pews a bit more. On
Maundy Thursday, the Chrism Mass is on again in the
Cathedral which, as a priest, I have come to enjoy more
and more. It is the Mass where we renew our
priesthood with the Bishop and where the oils are blessed for the parishes, which are then shared out around
the diocese (after a scrum to collect them!). When I was first a priest and knew very few people, I found the
Triduum much harder; it felt like an extra duty. But now it really feels like a diocesan celebration, even if
lots of priests on the altar can look a right mess, and our collective age is very obvious, too. Reflecting on
that does make you wonder what we will need to do in the future so that the sacraments can be offered and
parishes run. There will have to be a lot more lay involvement, it is clear. Pope Francis is already leading
with that from the Vatican reorganization.
To have the First Holy Communion and Confirmation programmes running again does make a great
change to parish life as well. This year, the Confirmation class will have to be pretty short, but there is a lot
the Holy Spirit can do even in the briefest of moments. Our catechists have been doing great work again
and we owe them a great deal.
It was sad to lose John Selby recently. He has been such a valuable and well-loved servant of the parish
for so long and continued to serve as long as he possibly could. His sense of humour was always present as
well as a foreman’s touch in organizing things in the church. He liked things to be right. He was well-looked
after by Barbara who took great care of him at home till the end. So we are blessed to have George Bissett
with us now for a while as a deacon, who among other things has a great knowledge of health and safety
which is not one of my strong points, and generally is a good help for me.
One thing I would love to see is the completion of the works across the road and the new bridge over
the river in place. At least something is now happening with that, while the work on the front of the church
seems to have gone into hibernation. We seem to be stuck in all sorts of authorities that all have to give
their approval and cost money at the same time. Patience is a virtue of course, but when Martin Baines first
asked me whether the scaffolding was now listed as well, it was a joke. Now I think it might have to be. The
other work we are waiting to complete is the roof of the Parish Centre, and that should be done fairly soon.
Have a very blessed Easter. God bless.
Fr. Hugh
***************************************************************************************************************

Strengthen us, O God, to relieve the oppressed,
to hear the groans of poor prisoners,
to reform the abuses of all professions;
that many may be made not poor to make a few rich:
for Christ’s sake.
Oliver Cromwell
(1599 – 1658)

Everyone is feeling the squeeze in the current economic crisis, none more so than those who rely upon the
ministry of the Saint Vincent de Paul Society. Here, Raymond Daley outlines the seriousness of the
situation.

SVP Response to the Chancellor’s Recent Budget
Published on 23/03/2022

The Budget announced by Chancellor Rishi Sunak was delivered against the backdrop of an inflation
rate expected to peak four times above the Bank of England’s 2% objective, and an economic outlook which
is at best uncertain. A recent Resolution Foundation report suggests that the conflict in Ukraine could push
peak inflation in 2022-23 above 8%, which could leave the typical real household income for non-pensioners
4%, or £1,000, lower than in 2021-22.
Wholesale energy prices have risen much faster than expected since the last Budget, and the war in
Ukraine is expected to further increase fuel and food prices over the coming months. The resultant gutwrenching rise in energy bills has produced a palpable sense of anxiety for millions, while petrol and diesel
prices approaching £2 per litre means the commute to work has now become a dangerous drag on household
incomes.
The cost-of-living crisis is affecting
millions of households, many of whom are
being supported by members of the St
Vincent de Paul Society (SVP) and St
Vincent’s centres across England and Wales.
Without the support of the SVP, tens of
thousands of families would fall into poverty
and be denied the help they need to survive
as well as the empowerment to pull
themselves out of poverty and regain their
dignity.
The doubling of the £500 million
Household Support Fund for local authorities
to help families most in need is simply not
enough and should have gone much further. For lower income households which depend on social security,
the crisis is having a disproportionate effect simply because benefits rise in line with inflation. The 3.1% rise
in benefits, which equates to £10.07 per month for Universal Credit claimants, will leave low-income
households much worse off.
We welcome the rise in the National Insurance threshold by £3,000 to £12,570, which means
thousands on lower incomes will take home more money. However, we are disappointed that no benefit
uprating has been announced, which adds to the issue caused by the £20 cut to Universal Credit late last
year. The decrease from 5% to 0% VAT for homeowners to install energy-saving materials such as solar
panels is a good move, but it does not go far enough. Most people feeling the financial squeeze are those

who are not home-owners, and therefore this measure missed an opportunity to combat climate change
for all households.
The SVP has already outlined its concerns with the Levelling Up White Paper, as published in our
Winter edition. We pointed out the need for policies which promote secure employment and urged the
government to listen to the experiences of frontline service providers, such as the SVP, to better inform
plans to revitalise communities. The Budget is a missed opportunity to add momentum and commitment to
the Levelling Up agenda. In a recent letter to the Secretary of State for Levelling Up, Housing and
Communities (Michael Gove) about the UK Shared Prosperity Fund (UKSPF), the SVP highlighted the need
for better guidance and clarity around the objectives of UKSPF. However, Mr. Sunak failed to provide further
details, leaving significant doubts over the UKSPF’s effectiveness in tackling the economic disparity.
The government continues to squander opportunities to lead the country out of the pandemic and
into a fairer, more just future built on every sector of society. This Budget could have addressed the financial
mechanisms which unfairly punish those on lower incomes as inflation rises. Mr. Sunak could also have
lessened the impact of rising wholesale fuel prices on people who simply cannot afford the startling increase
in heating and fuel bills, and the government could have better consulted with frontline service providers,
such as the SVP, to provide more robust and targeted solutions to the epidemic of poverty effecting England
and Wales during these uncertain times.
If you know of anyone who might benefit from the help SVP can offer, please contact me:
Raymondd@svp.org.uk
Raymond Daley - SVP Social Justice Committee & President of Kendal SVP Conference
***************************************************************************************

A Prayer to End the Coronavirus
Lord Jesus, you heal the sick. We pray that the coronavirus that has affected so many in our world can be
contained, controlled and cured.
We lift up to your mercy all those affected, all those working hard to study and cure this illness, and all
healthcare professionals and emergency management teams that are working day and night to keep us
safe.
Help us, Lord, to trust in your merciful care
Our Blessed Mother Mary, pray for us,
St, Joseph, pray for us.
Lord Jesus, hear our prayer.
Amen.
Fr. Vincent Guest

Thanks to Brian Stabler for the following piece ~ welcome, Brian, and we look forward to many more
contributions in future issues!

WORDS
I love writing, and was delighted when Father Hugh and Celeste asked me if I would like to write
something for this parish magazine. I had been used to writing as an Anglican licensed minister for around
24 years (including my training years where there was a large amount of academic work to do – writing
essays, and a dissertation), when I finally realised that God was guiding me towards conversion to Roman
Catholicism. I was aware that I would no longer be writing sermons virtually every week. That saddened
me, but becoming a Roman Catholic was far more important to me.
As a preacher your mind is constantly picking up ideas for sermons. It may be something that you
have seen or heard on the news, or in a newspaper, or even something that you have seen in daily life and
think, “Now there’s an idea for a sermon”. This information twinned with scripture can be not just a good
way to open up the Bible passages for ourselves, but also to explain scripture to other people through
everyday life experiences.
I love to look at a word and play around with it. How many letters does it have? How many other
words can you make up out of them? I like to pick a word, make another word with the first letter of each
of those original word letters and then try to tie them all together. For instance, let’s use the word ‘Word’.
W – Write. This is an easy one as we write words all the time in whatever we do in life,
though they are more likely to be written on a computer or phone than with pen and ink
nowadays.
O – Oration. Words can be interesting enough just reading them but to hear a great orator
speak them takes those words to another level completely.
R – Read. So, we can write words and hear them spoken, but to read words that we find
pleasing, informative and interesting is another wonderful experience altogether. It may be
a favourite novel, or in my case a poem.
D – Dramatise. I’m sure most of us love to see a good movie or play or a television show and
see how the actors make the words come alive by how they marry them together through
the skill of their craft.
So, that is just an example of how words can be played around
with and how each letter can become a valuable part of that singular
word. Try it yourself, it can be testing but great fun, especially when
done as an after-dinner game, or an ‘icebreaker.’ Some people may be
better and more ‘into it’ than others, but after a short while it can
become infectious. Other word games that are still as popular as ever,
to name but a few, are Scrabble and crosswords, and now there is the
current craze of Wordle.
Yes, words are fascinating, even life-shaping. To Christians, though, the most significant words are
those from scripture, right back from the first mighty scrolls used in the temples through to the Bible – in
whatever version we prefer - that is still -- by a long, long way -- the best-selling book on the planet. Annually
£425,000,000 are spent on the Bible with 100 million new copies printed each year. At the moment, there
are Bibles or Bible portions in 3,223 unique languages, and that number keeps growing. In the English
language alone, there are more than 100 different Bible translations. And, if you can believe it, there is even

an
Emoji Bible?! To paraphrase a famous line: ‘What would Jesus do?’ It would more likely say, ‘What
on earth would Jesus say?’
However, whatever words that have gone before, there are surely no more important, even beautiful
words than those final ones that were said on the Cross when Jesus was crucified:
‘Father, into your hands I commit my spirit.’
***************************************************************************************
Many thanks to Elizabeth Cartmell for this absolutely beautiful poem reflection.

Another Mother – a thought for Good Friday
Was she also there?
Another mother
at the foot of another cross.
Did she have friends to offer comfort,
or was she alone in her shame?
For her, no consolation.
No knowledge of God’s great plan for her son.
Did she blame herself?
She had not been visited by an angel
Nor asked to bear God’s Son.
No certainty of eternal life for hers.
Until –
although a thief, a good man,
taught by his mother goodness,
forgotten, until injustice witnessed –
cruel words and jeering struck his heart
prompted prayer.
To which Love responded.
The finest gift for another son
And for another mother:
“Today you will be with Me in Paradise”
That day, perhaps,
Two mothers, suffering the same grief,
watching a beloved son in torment,
thanked God for His promise for her child.

There is no doubt, most of our readers have appreciated the wartime retrospectives in our magazine.
Thanks, Raymond, for the following. Imagine, his dad was just over the river from me in New Jersey!

Wartime Memories
Do you have any of your family’s war memories? We’d love to receive any that you’d like to share.
It was great to have the World War II memories of Sapper Gerard Hargreaves for so many editions of our
Parish Magazine. We owe a huge “Thank You!” to Kathleen Hargreaves for sharing these, also to Celeste for
her fascinating contribution on her late father Russell Stephen Bonfanti’s experiences in the last edition.
Many people of my age group with parents who’d been involved in World War II found that they
didn’t like to talk very much about their experiences. They had been through a lot, preferring instead to try
and move on. My Dad had just been accepted to become a Constable with Lancashire Police but was called
up when the war broke out. He chose to serve with the Royal Navy while his younger brother Joe opted for
Army Service. Looking back into my childhood, my late father Richard (known as Dick) took us to the
swimming baths as often as he could. He was determined that me and my brother Peter would learn to
swim. We went to Grange Lido when we lived at Grange Police Station, then after moving to Maghull,
Southport Baths, the Derby Baths & Cocker Street in Blackpool among others.
Shortly after the start of his wartime Navy Service he was on a ship in the Atlantic which was sunk by
a torpedo (or “tinfish,” as it was called by sailors). Dad survived because he took his boots off and was a
strong swimmer. He told me that some who didn’t make it went under because they were weighed down
by their boots filling up with water. Next, he was posted to serve on an aircraft carrier. These are harder to
sink but were often prime targets for enemy attacks. After some particularly heavy attacks, their vessel had
to be refitted in a US port. This meant that there was nothing for ordinary sailors to do while this was
happening. They were registered with the United States Employment Service so that they could help
elsewhere. This resulted in my dad and Gordon Waugh, a Lancashire Police colleague from Rochdale, going
to help out on a farm in Philadelphia County in Pennsylvania. The following is from the Philadelphia Herald
in the Summer of 1943.

British Sailors Toss ‘Em up on Farm

Richard F. Daley (left) and Gordon Waugh, seagoing farmers, help out on the farm of Edward
J. Schmidt, in Huntingdon Valley

British Seamen on Farms Here Find Life Easy (In Their Navy)
By J.B. MARRYAT
(Of the Bulletin Staff)

Two not-so-old salts from His Britannic Majesty’s Navy are learning a few things about farming in
suburban Philadelphia.
After only two days on the job, they have discovered that there’s an awful lot to be done in a twelvehour day. What with playing nurse maids to a bunch of cows and filling in odd moments with a turn at apple
picking and pitching hay.
“It is not as simple as it looks,” said Richard F. Daley, 27, an able-bodied seaman, of Cleator Moor,
Cumberland County, in northwest England.
“You need a strong back,” declared the party of the second part, Gordon Waugh, 26, also an A.B., of
Rochdale, Lancashire County, the home of Gracie Fields, British Comedienne.
Speaks Just Like Gracie
Needless to say, Waugh (pronounced Waff) speaks like Miss Fields, if you’ve ever heard Miss Fields
speak. In this particular dialect a “ham sandwich” comes out “hom sandwich.”
Your reporter was completely broken up when Waugh took one look at Daley and said:
“Well look at you, all tittivated oop.”
Reason for the remark was that Daley dashed into the house to comb his hair – which is thin and
straight – when the time came for pictures to be taken. Waugh has a shock of wavy hair that looks good
under all circumstances.
Both men have been in the Navy for the past twelve months. In England they were policemen but
never met until they joined the service. They are single.
We ran into the seagoing farmers accidentally by appointment on the farm of Edward J. Schmidt, in
Huntingdon Valley.
Schmidt, like most farmers these days, is suffering from a shortage of help. He has some 120 cows
and 400 acres, scattered over six farms in the vicinity, to look after. Schmidt obtained the British tars through
the United States Employment Service. They will be with him for one week.
We found Daley hard at work cleaning out the cow barn.
“How do you like the job?” I asked.
“Fine,’ he said. “I am a little stiff, but that’s to be expected as I’ve never done this kind of work before.
Come to think of it, I am the first member of my family to join the Navy, work as a policeman, toil on a farm
or eat corn-on-the cob.”
He Hates to Get Up
“It’s kind of hard getting up at 5 A.M. though,” he added. “It feels like awakening in the middle of the
night.”
“Loading hay is not as easy as it looks. It’s quite an art. In the beginning I’d either get a huge bunch
on the fork or just a few strands. Now I’ve learned how to twist it back and forth until I am sure of an even
heap.”
“This morning, I was carrying the fresh milk as it came from the cows, weighing it and then keeping
a record. After Navy life you really feel you do a day’s work around here.”

We always welcome contributions from our friends in Sedbergh.
Thanks to James Leeper for sharing this peace prayer.

A Prayer for Peace in These Ever More ‘Strangeling’ Times
Oh God, faithful and loving within the very deepness of all our hearts and souls, we pray for Peace, within
our hearts and minds, for our Neighbours and all Humanity and even more earnestly for those who act as
enemies to Peace.
Oh Lord God, let not our inaction in prayer and thoughts towards You and your Love be the open door, the
excuse for war and so much destruction to the lives of the peaceful. Do not let our inaction be the
consequence of our own judgement and vengeance that we heap and reap upon our own selves. Let not
our lack of Faith, or our doubts in your merciful intervention, pave the way for further holocaust.
Rather, enlighten all of us through guiding and strengthening our Faith, Hope and Love so that we all may
strive for non-vengeful Justice and your long-lasting Peace; your Peace you leave us with, your Peace you
give us and want us to have.
We cry out, Lord God in anguish to heed our prayer! Through your overwhelming Grace turn those with
hardened hearts to the glory of your Love for all Humanity. Embolden them to review, reflect and reconcile
themselves, to cease in making war and strive for the Peace for all peoples in all Nations.
Amen
© P N James Leeper 26/02/2022
All rights reserved with permission given for sharing generously throughout the World.

***************************************************************************

Grant, O Lord, that your love may so fill our lives that we may count
Nothing too small to do for you, nothing too much to give,
And nothing too hard to bear.
St. Ignatius of Loyola (1491-1556)

Pamela Boyes always sends us lovely, interesting contributions and this issue is certainly no exception!
Thanks, Pamela!

Mother’s Day falls in March in the United Kingdom. The day celebrates the selfless and essential role
that mothers play in families and society alike. In times past, maids and servants were allowed to take the
day off to see their mothers and go to church. They would take with them cakes and other treats for their
mothers – like the specially baked wheaten cake in this poem.

Mothering Sunday
It is the day of all the year,
Of all the year the one day,
When I shall see my Mother dear
And bring her cheer,
A-Mothering on Sunday.
And now to fetch my wheaten cake,
To fetch it from the baker,
He promised me, for Mother’s sake,
The best he’d bake
For me to fetch and take her.
Well have I known, as I went by
One hollow lane, that none day
I’d fail to find – for all they’re shy –
Where violets lie,
As I went home on Sunday.
My sister Jane is waiting-maid
Along with Squire’s lady;
And year by year her part she’s played,
And home she stayed
To get the dinner ready.
For Mother’ll come to Church, you’ll see –
Of all the year it’s the day –
“The one”, she’ll say, “that’s made for me.”
And so it be:
It’s every Mother’s free day.
The boys will all come home from town,
Not one will miss that one day;
And every maid will bustle down
To show her gown,
A-Mothering on Sunday.

It is the day of all the year,
Of all the year the one day;
And here come I, my Mother dear,
And bring you cheer,
A-Mothering on Sunday.

George Hare Leonard
30.01.1863 – 31.01.1941

The Story Behind Mothering Sunday and Mother’s Day
Where did Mothering Sunday evolve from? Mother’s Day is on a different date depending on where
you live...and some of this year’s dates are:
COUNTRY
UK & Ireland
Spain
USA, Canada, Australia, New Zealand
France

DATE
Sunday 27th March, 2022
1st May, 2022
Sunday 8th May, 2022
Sunday 29th May, 2022

During the 16th century, people in the UK used to return on the fourth Sunday in Lent for a service to
their “mother church” – the main church or cathedral of the area. This was either the church where you
were baptised, or the local parish church, or more often the nearest cathedral. Anyone who did this was
commonly said to have gone “a-mothering”, although whether this germ preceded the observance of
Mothering Sunday is unclear.
In later times, “Mothering Sunday” became a day when domestic servants were given a day off to
visit their mother church, usually with their own mothers and other family members. It was often the only
time that whole families could gather together, since on other days they were prevented by conflicting
working hours, and servants were not given free days on other occasions.
Children and young people, who were given a day off on that date so they could visit their families,
would pick wildflowers along the way to place in the church or give to their mothers. Eventually, the religious
tradition evolved into the Mothering Sunday secular tradition of giving gifts to mothers.
By the 1920’s the custom of keeping Mothering Sunday had tended to lapse in most of Europe. Early
in the 20th century Anna Jarvis, in the United States, held a memorial to honour her own mother and all
mothers at Andrews Methodist Episcopal Church in Grafton, West Virginia. This event marked the first

official observance of Mother’s Day and indeed the International Mother’s Day Shrine at this church has
been designated an Historic Landmark in the United States. In 1914, US President Woodrow Wilson made a
proclamation establishing the second Sunday of May as the official date in the US for the observance of a
national day to celebrate mothers.

Inspired by Anna Jarvis’s efforts, Constance Penswick-Smith in the UK created the Mothering Sunday
Movement, and in 1921 she wrote a book asking for the revival of the festival. Its wide-scale revival was
through the influence of American and Canadian soldiers serving abroad during World War II and the original
traditions were merged with the newly imported traditions and celebrated in the wider Catholic and secular
society. UK-based merchants and retailers saw the commercial opportunity in the holiday and relentlessly
promoted it in the UK, and by the 1950’s it was celebrated across all the UK.
People from Ireland and the UK started celebrating Mother’s Day on the same day that Mothering
Sunday was celebrated, the fourth Sunday in Lent. The two celebrations have now been mixed up, and many
people think that they are the same thing. Other countries in the world celebrate Mother’s Day in May
rather than ‘Mothering Sunday.’ Either way, we send all our best wishes to mums/mothers every day of the
year!

THE LENTEN ROSE
( Hellebores )
Hellebore flowers have been in gardens and folklore for centuries. They are toxic and were used by
ancient Greeks as poison. Hellebore’s toxic nature and ability to bloom in late-winter, despite frozen soil
and snow, has given the hellebore flowers a place in witchcraft and fable. It was the Victorians who saw this

resilient flower as a sign of hope and coined the name Lenten Rose for this wild, rose-looking flower that
blooms in the weeks leading up to Easter.
They are buttercups, however, not roses, and their colour range is white, pale green, pink, purple to
deep purple, almost black.
They are a welcome sight in our gardens at this particular time of year, giving it colour, and one of
my favourite flowers.

Sawtooth blades cut hard-freeze snow.
And blooms pushed up.
Downward shy, nodding blush.
randomstoryteller.com

SPIRITUAL HISTORY OF THE EASTER LILY
Known as the “white-robed apostles of hope,” fragrant white lilies are believed to symbolise the
purity of Christ. In art dating back to the 14th century, the Archangel Gabriel is often depicted giving the
Virgin Mary a lily when telling her that she would conceive a son by the power of the Holy Spirit. Thus the
flower became associated with rebirth, as well as a symbol of loss which is why the lily is used in funerals to
connect the departed to God. So, we have ancient artists like Leonardo da Vinci to thank for this becoming
part of our current traditions.
The trumpet shape of the Easter lily fits into the image of a trumpet sounding the message that Jesus
had risen and that loss becomes a form of rebirth, too.
It was noted by some that since lilies start out as ugly bulbs that live underground for at least three
years and then bloom into these fragrant flowers, this is a metaphor for transformation. Jesus died a brutal
death, but then had a holy resurrection which has been the root of Christian faith.
Adding another layer to the lily’s significance was how the scholars of St. Bernard’s time pointed out
how the name “Nazareth” in Hebrew signifies a flower.
In Matthew 6:25-29, Jesus says, “Be not anxious for your life, what ye shall eat, or what ye shall drink;
nor yet for your body, what ye shall put on. Is it not the life more than the food, and the body than the
raiment? Behold the birds of the heaven, that they sow not, neither do they reap, nor gather into barns; and
your heavenly Father feedeth them.
“Consider the lilies of the field, how they grow; they toil not, neither do they spin, yet I say unto you,
that even Solomon in all his glory was not arrayed like any of these.”

Now is a time to reflect on rebirths, loss and especially the beauty of the EASTER LILY.

Our wonderful altar servers are, of course, an integral part of our worship.
Thanks to Jill Clough for the following.

Altar Server Update
You may have assumed that altar servers are young people who are willing to serve on the altar once they’ve
completed their First Communion, and give up when their own lives become more interesting, public exams
prove to be unexpectedly demanding, or they leave home to live their own lives.
I can’t find anything that confirms this assumption. I became an altar
server after 60 when I realised that grown women supported Christ and
his entire entourage. They stood at the foot of the cross when almost
everyone else had run away, in despair, into hiding. It’s wonderful to
have young people around the altar as a reminder that we are all equal
in the eyes of God; it would be just as marvellous to be joined by adults
of all ages and all conditions of life.
Please think about becoming an altar server. It’s a joy to serve. All you
have to do is whisper in Fr Hugh’s ear or contact me for a chat, and maybe
to try it out for a couple of weeks.
jill@jillclough.com
07870 197815
***************************************************************************************
You may be familiar with Silent Unity and their pocket-sized publication, “The Daily Word,” with offers daily
reflections. The following is the 19th November entry from their November/December 2021 issue. Its theme
resonates with me in the season of Easter joy.

I Am Gleefully and Gratefully Alive
I can make any day extraordinary when I grab each moment with gusto
and squeeze every drop of pleasure I can from it.
I do this through attention and intention.
I engage my senses fully.
I delight in the way the sun dances on water and the wind rustles trees.
I love the feel of the sun on my face.
I relish every bite of food ~ each sweet and savoury sensation.
I immerse myself in the dazzling array of sounds I hear.
I marvel that my every breath keeps the magnificent machinery of my body alive and thriving.
I bless the gift of respiration as I breathe mindfully and gratefully.
I am fully present to life, aware and enthusiastic in all circumstances.
I greet each day with passion, grateful to bring my zest into the world and share it freely.

You have put gladness in my heart.
Psalm 4:7

Here is a new feature for our magazine, a look at African-American Servant of God Thea Bowman. Sister
Thea was a renowned Black Catholic evangeliser, teacher, writer and singer. This month I want to
introduce her to you, if you have not met her before, and leave you with a short reflection. We will share
more of her reflections in future issues.

Who Was Thea Bowman?
Source: We Are Beloved: 30 Days with Thea Bowman [part of the Great Spiritual Teachers Series]
Bertha Elizabeth Bowman was born in 1937 to a Protestant family in Canton, Mississippi, USA. She
was devoted to her Black culture and spirituality and inspired by the examples of both the Franciscan Sisters
of Perpetual Adoration and the Missionary Servants of the Most Holy Trinity. She converted to Catholicism
when still a child.
At fifteen, she joined the Franciscan Sisters of Perpetual Adoration; she was the only Black member
of the community. She took the name “Sister Mary Thea” in honour of the Blessed Mother and her own
father, Theon. She attended Viterbo University in Wisconsin, earned a master’s degree and then a doctorate
at Catholic University in Washington, DC, and began teaching at various US colleges. She helped found the
Institute for Black Catholic Studies at Xavier University in Louisiana and was a seminal voice for the
integration of Black Catholics into the heart of the church.
Sr. Thea, as she was always known, was a dynamic and popular preacher, giving more than 100
lectures a year in the US and abroad, appearing on “60 Minutes” with American telly presenter Mike Wallace
and becoming the first woman to address the US Conference of Bishops in 1989. The video of this
presentation, delivered when she was already terminally ill with breast cancer, is an act of worship in itself:
Sr. Thea's Address to U.S. Bishops - YouTube

She died only months later on 30 March, 1990, at the age of 52. Yet her words live on, and we would do
well to take them to heart and live in her example. In 2018, the cause for her canonisation was opened
and she was declared Servant of God. In her “Healing Ministry” speech at St. Stephen’s Catholic Church in
Minneapolis, Minnesota, Sr. Thea said:
“If we are to serve, if we are to care,
if we are to minister, we have to get right inside.
And so, let us pray: Spirit, touch me.
Touch me with your grace,
Touch me with your wisdom.
Touch me with your love so that I can help somebody,
so that I can serve somebody,
so that I can bless somebody.
Be the bridge over troubled waters, so that I can be the balm in Gilead,
be the hands of Jesus stretched out to heal.”

Thanks so much to Carolyn D’Arcy for the following items. We are sorry that her beautiful formatting could
not be successfully integrated into the rest of the magazine.

CAFOD and Live Simply Update
At our most recent Live Simply meeting we reflected on the actions our Parish has taken so far, and the steps
we still wish to take.
We are still looking for recipes for our recipe book, focusing on eating sustainably. This could include favourite
recipes for using up leftovers, reducing meat or using locally bought produce. We have some delicious recipes already
but any more that people would like to share are welcome!
The D’Arcy Family are continuing their walk against hunger – the girls are almost at their target of 200km! The
boys have a bit of catching up to do!! Thanks so much to everyone who has donated so generously already.
D'Arcy family walk against hunger | Walk against Hunger | CAFOD
If you’d like to join us for a short walk on Saturday 9th April let us know – time and route to be arranged!

CAFOD : Donation to the Lent Appeal

LENT APPEAL 2022: Small acts of Love make big things happen.
And the story begins with a baby girl called Lombeh. Five years ago, Lombeh was born in Sierra Leone in
Africa, one of the poorest countries in the world. She was tiny and she wasn’t growing. A little bracelet she
was given could fit all the way up to her shoulder. That bracelet was no bigger than the size of a two pence
coin. Some people thought Lombeh wouldn’t live. It was a difficult time in Sierra Leone as the country was
still dealing with the Ebola virus. The family had lost their business and good food was expensive. Her mum,
Amie, was very worried. But she didn’t give up hope. She found out from some other new mums about a
local clinic CAFOD supports. There, she met Sister Anthonia, who’s an expert in mother and child health.
Sister Anthonia could see that Lombeh was very sick, but she had faith. Lombeh was not getting the right
food to grow. So, in a small act of love, Sister Anthonia showed Amie how to make a rich, healthy sesame
seed paste to feed her. Within a few weeks, baby Lombeh got better and began to grow. Now Lombeh is
five years old. She’s big and strong. Her little bracelet now only fits around her thumb. Amie teaches other
new mums to make the sesame paste, helping their babies get the food they need. Amie and Lombeh’s
story is one of faith, hope and love, one with a happy ending. But millions of other families are struggling
like they once did. The climate crisis is making it harder to find healthy food around the world. Farmers in
many places can no longer grow enough food to feed their families. And coronavirus has made things much
worse for many people. For these families, a small act of love from you today can reach around the world
to make a big difference.
CAFOD : Donation to the Lent Appeal

A prayer for Ukraine
Loving God,
We pray for the people of Ukraine,
for all those suffering or afraid,
that you will be close to them and protect them.
We pray for world leaders,
for compassion, strength and wisdom to guide their choices.
We pray for the world
that in this moment of crisis,
we may reach out in solidarity
to our brothers and sisters in need.
May we walk in your ways
so that peace and justice
become a reality for the people of Ukraine
and for all the world.
Amen.

HOW CAN YOU HELP?
• Pray
• Email the UK Home and Foreign Secretaries to push for peace in Ukraine and safety
for refugees | CAFOD
• Donate to the Ukraine Appeal: Follow the links or visit CAFOD’s website:
https://www.cafod.org.uk
• Have a simple meal this Lent and give what you save to help end malnutrition
The war in Ukraine has already destroyed homes, separated families and killed hundreds of
civilians – including children – with countless more facing devastation if the fighting continues.
Join us in calling for the government to act, asking the Foreign Secretary to push for a diplomatic resolution
to the conflict and the Home Secretary to ensure those who have been forced from their homes are able to
reach safety – including by providing sanctuary to people in the UK. Please stand in solidarity with

people affected by the war in Ukraine.

How are CAFOD’s local partners responding?
We are part of one of the largest aid networks in the world – Caritas Internationalis -- and because of our
global reach and local presence, we are there when an emergency hits. Our Ukrainian and neighbouring

Caritas local aid workers and volunteers are part of the communities they work with and so understand
people’s immediate needs.
Caritas organisations are already on the ground responding to this humanitarian crisis:
•

Caritas Ukraine has 19 centres across the country. They are extremely experienced, having been active
for 30 years and have been responding to the conflict in eastern Ukraine since 2014. They are already
helping by:
✓ Running warm and safe ‘collective centres’ which provide beds, food, washing facilities and safe
spaces for children. Displaced families can also receive up-to-date information, referrals to local
services and psychosocial support.
✓ Transporting people to friends, family, or the collective centres for shelter and support.
✓ Organising child-friendly spaces where children can play sports and do arts and crafts as a means of
coping with their experiences.

•

Caritas SPES, a charity of the Religious Mission of the Roman Catholic Church in Ukraine, is helping children
and families to reach safe locations. They are also distributing humanitarian aid in their centres across the
country and to people who have fled to the borders.

•

Caritas Poland, Caritas Romania and Caritas Moldova are all supporting people who have fled Ukraine
and are in need of food, water, shelter and means to continue their journeys to safety.

•

What is CAFOD calling for?
Every human life is priceless. We are calling for an urgent diplomatic solution and a lasting ceasefire to
prevent further suffering and to bring peace back to the region.

**************************************************************************************************************************

Merton Corner

There should be at least a room or some corner where no one will find you and disturb you or notice you.
You should be able to untether yourself from the world and set yourself free, loosing all the fine strings and
strands of tension that bind you, by sight, by sound, by thought, to the presence of other[s]. ‘But thou, when
thou shalt pray, enter into thy chamber, and having shut the door, pray to thy Father in secret….’ Once you
have found such a place, be content with it, and do not be disturbed if a good reason takes you out of it.
Love it, and return to it as soon as you can, and do not be quick to change it for another.”
Thomas Merton in New Seeds of Contemplation
*********************************************************************************************************************

When the storms rage, winds increase,
Draw me, Lord, to Your deep peace.
Be you the Captain close at my side
From Free Flowing to the Ebb Tide.
David A

The SVP Easter Range is available now!
This year the SVP is offering a beautiful range of Easter cards and gifts.
These are available:
•

On our shop at svp.org.uk/shop

•

By placing an order by calling 0207 703 3030.

There are 4 Easter card designs.
Each pack (£2.50) contains five cards with a simple message which reads Easter Blessings.
Children will love the Easter Story Sticker Book (£5).
The Finger Printing Easter Book (£3.99) is sure to keep little ones amused for hours.
The Easter Candle is £6.99 and the “I Lit a Candle for You” card is just £1.
Please email joshuad@svp.org.uk for further information on the Easter range.

Read on for the latest from Seeking Sanctuary, submitted by Raymond Daley.

Seeking Sanctuary Update – March 2022
If only we could be like this ...
The scene is the Central Station in Berlin at the end of February. Hundreds of people are gathered to
greet a train bringing Ukrainian refugees from Poland. Most people carry a placard such as 'room for a mother
and two children', or 'families welcome.’ There are heart rending scenes on the platform as exhausted people
fall into the arms of their prospective hostesses and gratefully accept their offers. After a short period, most
people have found not just shelter but a temporary home. If only we in the UK could have found and shown
this kind of spontaneity more rapidly, instead of requiring in-person visits to one of the few appropriate and illstaffed offices to try to apply for visas, fingerprinting and much else ...
How to help refugees in the current crisis.
Our hearts go out to the people experiencing trauma and suffering and it is natural that we will want to
do whatever we can. Our advice is to donate to one of the many deserving charities rather than just give
material goods. Some years ago, in response to the crisis in Calais, we were overwhelmed by offers of clothing
and much else. Much effort had to be put into sorting clothes and goods that were not suitable and the
volunteers doing the sorting soon became exhausted themselves. We learned that donations could fund bulk
buys of items such as trainers and toiletries - after all, people seeking sanctuary deserve and value clothing and
goods which are new.
Seeking Sanctuary - the 'worthy' and the 'less worthy'.
As we look to the heroic efforts to welcome Ukrainian refugees, particularly in Poland, we have become
increasingly aware of the difference in welcome of European and refugees from further afield. As tragic as the
suffering under Russian bombardment is, it is not different from the experiences of so many thousands of people
in Aleppo in Syria, or that of the Yazidi in the Middle East. And let's remember the many Roma families caught
up in the fighting. In Calais, the authorities are at least giving homeless Ukrainians shelter in the Youth Hostel
but others have to endure life in tents and the like. There should be no differentiation in our treatment of
refugees - all must be treated equally.
A call from the Calais NGOs.
"We ask the authorities to put into practice the same reception conditions as those for Ukrainian
refugees. Whether they come from Ukraine, Syria, Afghanistan, Eritrea, Ethiopia or Sudan, all refugees deserve
and must be the object of protection, compassion and security. Europe has just proven that it is possible to
establish safe pathways and decent reception conditions for those fleeing their country because of persecution
or war. All should benefit from it."

Continuing violations of Human Rights.
As we reported in February, the political strategy of avoiding "fixation points" has led to daily evictions
in Calais, forcing displaced people to move their tents and personal property, anywhere between 2 to 500
metres. Personal belongings and basic necessities are often seized and/or destroyed. These operations are often
accompanied by harassment also by abusive identity checks. Arbitrary arrests and illegal stays in administrative
detention may follow. There were at least 153 evictions of informal settlements at Calais during February, when
at least 306 tents and tarps, 23 sleeping-bags and blankets, 41 backpacks and at least 12 mattresses were seized.
At least 12 arrests were recorded during these evictions.

Observers are regularly intimidated and obstructed. In January, disproportionate police convoys were
present, almost always heavily armed, contributing to increasing the hostility and pressure against displaced
people blocked at the border. In addition, no shelter is offered to the evicted inhabitants despite the freezing
temperatures, nor are they given any kind of information about the possibility of recovering their belongings.
On occasion, there are large-scale dismantling operations, during which inhabitants are forced onto buses and
transported out of the area. These repeated evictions are a source of increased fragility and even disappearance
of youngsters, and therefore increase the risk of trafficking and exploitation.
Another senseless loss of life.
The damaged asylum system, not fit for purpose, continues to see funds going towards further security
measures instead of providing safety and dignity for exiles in Northern France. Abubaker Alsaken, a 26-year old
Sudanese man, died on 28 February, hit by a train near Old Lidl.
He is described as upright, caring and generous, and had been in Calais for about six months. He quietly
organised himself to best welcome new arrivals and soften a terrifying daily life. He died a violent death while
carrying the belongings of a newcomer and helping him to settle into the makeshift camp. He was hit by a
train at a location where the track borders the informal camp. A place where no sign or alarm warns of the
danger of a train arriving at high speed, where no barrier defines the footpath. A place, like others in Calais,
where it seems that the authorities do not think that the lives of exiled people are worth protecting.
Hoping against hope for better news next month.
Ben & Phil
'Seeking Sanctuary' aims to raise awareness about people displaced from their homes and to channel basic
humanitarian assistance from Faith Communities and Community Organisations via partnerships with
experienced aid workers. Our special concern is for the 2000 or so exiles who are stuck in north-western
France, mistakenly expecting a welcome in the UK. They need food, water, good counsel and clothes, which

are accepted, sorted and distributed by several organisations, including two Calais warehouses which also
supply needs further afield.
Further information from Ben Bano on 07887 651117 or Phil Kerton on 01474 873802.
See our latest news at www.seekingsanctuary.weebly.com

******************************************************************************************

A Prayer for Charity
Thank you, Lord, for the many graces and blessings you have placed in my life.
I offer you my heartfelt gratitude for Your countless gifts to me each day.
In turn, dear Lord, help me to be aware of the needs of my least sisters and brothers,
and to respond to those who are poor and less fortunate
with generous expressions of charity, kindness and caring.
On that day, Lord, when I finally stand before You to give an account of my life,
I pray I will hear You say,
“Come, O good and faithful servant, to share your Father’s joy,
for when you saw me hungry, thirsty, naked, homeless, ill and imprisoned,
you offered your gifts in charity and you lovingly did if for me.”
Lordcalls.com/prayer-for-charity
**************************************************************************************

Boundless Compassion
This issue’s excerpt from Boundless Compassion: Creating a Way of Life by Joyce Rupp [2018, Sorin Books] is
from Week 3: The River of Suffering, and seems particularly appropriate for this issue. It begins with this from
John of the Cross’s account of the same name:
I saw the river over which every soul must pass
to reach the kingdom of heaven,
and the name of that river was suffering:
and I saw the boat which carries souls across the river,
and the name of that boat was love.
Rupp quotes Benedictine Joan Chittister: “Loss, ironically enough, is the catalyst of newness…. [It is] a
doorway to other parts of the soul, where what lies dormant in us comes alive because come alive it must.”

“Langston Hughes’s verse, ‘My soul has grown deep like rivers,’ conveys the power of suffering to transform
us. The energising flow of rivers through land and rock often sculpts magnificent canyons and passageways.
The river becomes a metaphor for suffering’s power to transform the human spirit….”
She quotes from Barbara Brown Taylor’s God in Pain:
We need a God who knows about pain…. It is not all that popular an
idea, even among Christians. We prefer a God who prevents
suffering, only that is not the God we have got. What the cross
teaches us is that God’s power is not the power to force human
choices and end human pain. It is, instead, the power to pick up the
shattered pieces and make something holy out of them ~ not from a
distance but right up close….
There is a difference between pain and suffering…. Pain originates in the body….
Pain happens in the flesh…. Suffering… happens in the mind. The mind decides
what pain means and whether it is deserved. The mind notices who comes to visit
and who does not. The mind remembers how good things used to be and are not
likely to be again. The mind makes judgements, measures loss, takes blame, and
assigns guilt.
She quotes from theologian Michael Himes’s essay “The Suffering of Christ,”:
Theology is at its most distorted when it convinces us that all the pieces of our
experience fit together, that all the puzzles are solved, that all the answers have
been given…. True faith demands that we see and feel how immensely deep and
how darkly mysterious the experience of being a human being is…. Religious faith
does not take away suffering or make it easier.
“Can religious faith make a difference in how we suffer? The response of Jesus to his suffering offers
reassurance. He entered into his suffering on the Cross after struggling to avoid it. Jesus leaned on the Holy
One’s strength and entrusted his entire being into this great Love as he breathed his last [see Luke 23:46.]….
While we naturally resist suffering, at some point we turn toward it if we are to receive the inherent growth
that awaits us.”
She quotes from John O’Donohue’s Eternal Echoes:
The strange thing is: the more you resist [suffering], the longer it stays…. When
you stop resisting suffering, something else begins to happen…. It wants to teach
us something. When you stop resisting its dark work, you are open to learning
what it wants to show you…. Suffering is the sister of your future possibility.
And she shares the following from Franciscan author Ilia Delio:
The compassionate person identifies with the suffering of others in such a way that
she or he makes a space within the heart to allow the suffering of another to enter,
not to heal them or remove their pain but to be with them in solidarity.
“Jesus had a ‘strong gut response’ when he met suffering in another. It was so like him to be ‘lost with the
lost, hungry with the hungry, and sick with the sick,’ as Henri Nouwen writes….

She quotes oncology physician Raymond Barfield, who was asked in an interview whether he can teach
medical students empathy:
I think humans are inclined to feel empathy, but empathy can be crushed.
Something seems to happen in medical school and residency that dulls our sense
of empathy. It’s dulled by discussing illness and interventions in ways that don’t
acknowledge patients and physicians as people. It’s dulled by the volume of
suffering encountered in the course of training. It’s dulled by mere fatigue…. The
answer is yes. Physicians can remember what it is to be human.”
“Our suffering may never make sense, but if we can find a reason or a meaning to go on with life, our
resiliency will outlive the suffering….”
Rupp quotes Capuchin priest Edward Foley:
The death and resurrection of the Lord is not a past event we reenact through the
tableaus of Holy Week. Rather, it is a dynamic mystery that plays out in the holy
chaos of our lives…. Life is Holy Week, in all of its unpredictability.
“When suffering arrives with the cold breath of winter, we dwell in a tomb-like dormancy between death
and resurrection. We rarely sense the stirrings of new life during this season. We have to trust that the gray,
insecure period of uncertainty holds a promise of giving rise to an unforeseen gift. Things are not always what
they seem. Something concealed is happening…. When suffering creates an obstacle that breaks a heart, it
creates an opening for compassion to pour forth.”
She quotes meditation teacher Jack Kornfield’s account of a story from the Jewish mystical tradition:
A great rabbi taught his disciples to memorize and contemplate the teachings
and to place the prayers and holy words on their hearts. One day a student
asked the rabbi why he always used the phrase ‘on your heart.’ The master
replied, ‘Only time and grace can put the essence of those stories in your heart.
Here we recite and learn them and put them on our hearts hoping that someday,
when our hearts break, they will fall in.’
“By placing two living heart cells (each with its own heartbeat) in separate petri dishes, researchers
discovered that the two heart cells eventually developed the same heartbeat….”
“… A young woman whose father had died met with a friend a few months after his passing. This friend
explained her absence at the funeral services by saying, ‘I never go to them. I don’t know what to say.’ To this
the young woman who grieved her father replied, ‘I was in a daze the night of the wake. I do not remember
anything anyone said ~ but I remember every person who spoke to me.’”

Rupp quotes Gail Straub:
The extraordinary thing is that service of any kind reveals the parts of you that
still need healing. The shadows from your personal life follow you into the world,
along with your skills from transforming them…. As you care for others, you will
find your personal healing is accelerated in ways you never imagined.
And I would like to end this issue’s excerpts with Rupp’s quote from Ram Dass in Polishing the Mirror:
“’When you bear what you think you cannot bear, who you think you are dies. You become compassion.’”

******************************************************************************************
Thanks to Sheelagh O’Brien for the following update as we await our refugee family.

Kendal Open Door Update
For Kendal Open Door, there isn't a lot to say. We have now raised all of the money needed, which is great. Thanks to all
the members of the Parish who have helped us with this, but are waiting now for local authority approval (which is taking
longer than we had hoped) before sending the application on to the Home Office. We will keep everyone posted! This
project is an application under the UK Resettlement Scheme where those coming are approved refugees from either the
Middle East or North Africa.
Ukraine
We are looking to see if there are ways that we can help as a Parish. At the moment the government has set up its Phase
1, its Homes for Ukraine scheme whereby individuals can sponsor Ukrainians. But we have been told there will be a Phase
2, which will involve community groups, churches and charities. That has yet to be set up, so we don't yet not how we
can be involved.
Thanks very much.

